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Carries British business
We have a long and rich history building light
commercial vehicles in Britain. With 90 years of
experience that has helped shape the way we
build our vans today; vehicles that are truly tried
and tested, and have become iconic on British
roads. And with the launch of the New Movano,
Vauxhall now lead the way in offering a fully
electric powertrain across its entire LCV range.

New Movano joins Combo and Vivaro to
complete a range that’s innovative, hardworking
and totally in tune with the wants and needs of
British businesses. With New Movano variations
for every kind of job, from panel vans and
doublecabs, to box vans, tippers, dropsides
and many more specialist applications.
And our van building expertise hasn’t gone

unnoticed. Not only do we build more light
commercial vehicles here in the UK than
any other manufacturer, we are the UK’s
best-selling electric LCV brand. Not content,
we recently announced a £100 million
investment in our Ellesmere Port plant to
transform the facility for a new era in the
manufacturing of electric LCV models here
in the UK.
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New Movano
built for
business
Big in size and big on features, with
impressive payload, versatility and driver
comfort – New Movano is built for you and
your business.
With endless options for endless possibilities;
four load lengths, three roof heights, large
load volumes and more model variants than
ever before. Plus, a range of purpose-built
factory approved conversions.
Not to mention a well-thought-out interior
and host of first-class features that make life
in your van easier. Like a comfortable cabin
that puts all your buttons and switches right
where you need them. Enhanced safety and
driver assistance systems that keep you
safe on the road and a new range of diesel
engines that keep your costs down and
efficiency levels up. And, with the availability
of a fully electric powertrain, it’s time to
expect a whole lot more from your work van.
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Highlights
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1

Experience an all-electric powertrain
with zero emissions while driving, a
range of up to 139 miles and a 0–80%
charge in just one hour.
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2

Enjoy an impressively useful and easy
to access maximum load volume of
up to 17.0cu.m, a load length of up to
3.9metres and a payload of up to 1910kg
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3

Inside the new Movano cab you’ll find
all the space you need with real-world
practicality and everyday comfort.
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Highlights
New Movano offers an extensive range of
models that give you more of what you need
from a light commercial vehicle.
• 100% electric powertrain capabilities
• Panel Van and Doublecab
• C
 hassis Cab and Crew Cab,
Chassis Cowl and Platform Cab
• Approved conversions

1

2

Up to four vehicle lengths and
three heights depending on your
chosen variant.
Real-world GVWs from 3000 to
4005kg. Payloads up to 1910kg.

3

4

FWD drivetrain configuration across
the range ensure improved fwd payload
capacities.
New 2.2 Turbo Diesel, Euro 6D compliant,
engine line-up ensures improved fuel
efficiency and cost of ownership.
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New Movano-e

Plug in
work hard
The all-new, all-electric Movano gives you
real-world commercial vehicle capabilities
with little to no compromise. It leads the
way with zero emissions while driving,
up to a 139 mile range and a seriously
generous payload.

*Provisional data. The Movano-e is a battery electric vehicle
requiring mains electricity for charging. Range data given
has been determined according to WLTP test procedure
methodology. The figures shown are intended for comparability
purposes only and should only be compared other cars tested to
the same technical standard. The range you achieve under real
world driving conditions will depend upon a number of factors,
including but not limited to: the accessories fitted (pre and post
registration); charging frequency; personal driving style; vehicle
payload and route characteristics; variations in weather; heating/
air conditioning; battery condition. For more information,
contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.

Vehicle range

up to 139 miles*

Payload

up to 710kg*
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Ultraefficient
New 2.2 Turbo diesel engines
New Movano boasts a brand-new range of
powerful yet frugal 2.2 Turbo diesel engines.
Euro 6d complaint, they deliver reduced
emissions and improved fuel economy
that leads to a powerful improved cost
of ownership.
SEE EFFICIENCY FIGURES
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New Movano Panel Van

Access
all areas

New Movano offers superb
accessibility. The wide-opening rear
and side-access doors mean a Euro
pallet can be easily loaded sideways.
While a flat load floor and rear doors
that open to the full loading height,
ensure easy access to up to 1910kg of
payload… pretty impressive.

Load volume

up to 17.0cu.m
Load length

up to 3920mm
Payload

up to 1910kg
VX_MOV_e_32237

DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES
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A workspace
that works
New Movano’s cabin is equipped with plenty
of large and useful storage spaces. The
passenger bench seat features a fold-down
centre section with table that transforms
your cab into a full-on mobile office. New
Movano Dynamic models offer air-con
and an integrated document holder plus
an infotainment system featuring a 5-inch
colour touchscreen and sat nav. Very smart.
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Safety first
The new Movano features a comprehensive range of innovative
safety and driver assistance options* designed to provide
complete peace-of-mind during every working day.
1. Automatic emergency brake
assist**: acoustically warns the
driver of dangerous situations
ahead. If another vehicle gets too
close the system automatically
initiates braking should the driver
fail to react.
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4

Lane keep assist**: if the driver
has not actively steered or
signalled, the system alerts the
driver when the van moves outside
of lane markings (not illustrated).
2. Traffic sign recognition**:
displays information on a range of
road signs to help the driver stay
focussed on the road ahead.
High-beam assist**: automatically
engages and disengages
full-beam headlights according
to speed and lighting to avoid
dazzling other road users
(not illustrated).
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3. ESP-Plus with TCS: along with
Traction Control, the ESP system
uses wheel- and engine-braking
to limit wheelspin under of loss of
grip. An integrated Load Adaptive
Control system helps to maintain
the vehicle’s original course in
difficult conditions by adapting
the vehicle’s ESP according to
the weight and distribution of
the payload.
4. Rear-view camera: the optional
rear-view camera provides a view
of everything behind to make
reversing so much easier.
*Vauxhall driver assistance systems are intended to
support the driver within the limitations intrinsic to
the system. The driver remains responsible for the
driving task.
**Available as part of the optional Road Assist Pack.

SEE ALL SAFETY FEATURES
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Your smartest
business move yet
And there you have it; your ultimate work van. Big, strong
and tough enough to tackle any task you throw its way.
All topped off with a comfortable interior that’s packed
with smart features and top of the range tech.
And with improved cost of ownership and the availability
of a 100% electric powertrain, New Movano really is
the business.

More New Movano?
You’ll find all the latest detailed information on the
New Movano in the Price and Specification Guide.
Click on the button below.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE
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For more information call 0345 600 1500
For Fleet enquiries call 0330 587 8222
Discover the full Vauxhall range at vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online

Some feature descriptions in this guide may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. Please note that Vauxhall Retailers
are not the agents of Vauxhall Motors Limited and are not authorised to bind Vauxhall Motors Limited by any specific or implied undertaking or representation.
It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. The colours in this guide are only
approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles
can vary by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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